Range expansions are complex evolutionary and ecological processes. From an evolutionary standpoint, a populations' adaptive capacity can determine the success or failure of expansion. Using individual-based simulations, we model range expansion over a two-dimensional, approximately continuous landscape. We investigate the ability of populations to adapt across patchy environmental gradients and examine how the effect sizes of mutations influence the ability to adapt to novel environments during range expansion. We find that genetic architecture and landscape patchiness both have the ability to change the outcome of adaptation and expansion over the landscape. Adaptation to new environments succeeds via many mutations of small effect or few of large effect, but not via the intermediate between these cases. Higher genetic variance contributes to increased ability to adapt, but an alternative route of successful adaptation can proceed from low genetic variance scenarios with alleles of sufficiently large effect. Steeper environmental gradients can prevent adaptation and range expansion on both linear and patchy landscapes. When the landscape is partitioned into local patches with sharp changes in phenotypic optimum, the local magnitude of change between subsequent patches in the environment determines the success of adaptation to new patches during expansion.
Introduction
Understanding adaptation to novel environments is key to understanding major aspects of evolutionary biology such as range expansion, speciation, local adaptation, invasive species and conservation biology (Bridle & Vines, 2007; Sexton et al., 2009; Stapley et al., 2010) . The capacity for adaptation to new environments has broad implications, such as for the ability of invasive species to spread (Prentis et al., 2008) or the potential for success of introduced genetic diversity during attempts of assisted migration (Aitken & Whitlock, 2013) . Populations can locally adapt within their species range to survive across a variety of disparate environments (Kawecki & Ebert, 2004) , but why populations cannot always continue to locally adapt past a range edge and expand that range is unclear (Bridle & Vines, 2007) .
Adaptation across heterogenous environments has been studied in great detail, in particular in the context of range expansions. Foundational theoretical work on adaptation and range expansions over environmental gradients has shown that, on linear environmental gradients, increasing the steepness of change in environmental optimum leads to maladaptation at the margin and eventual extinction of the species (Kirkpatrick & Barton, 1997) . Further investigations have shown the effects of density-dependent selection (Garcia-Ramos & as well as stochastic effects at low density (Bridle et al., 2010) , temporal changes in environments (Pease et al., 1989) , differing dispersal parameters (Aguil ee et al., 2013), evolution of genetic variance (Barton, 2001; Polechov a et al., 2009) and the impacts of genetic drift (Polechov a & Barton, 2015) on adaptation or the lack thereof at range margins. Sharp range limits have even been shown to occur under certain conditions due to lack of adaptation at a range edge (Polechov a & Barton, 2015) .
The assumption of linear environmental gradients made in many of these studies does not reflect the entirety of landscapes that species are known to encounter in biology. Discrete, sharp changes in environments are commonly observed over which populations within species ranges must adapt. Many cases of colour adaptation for crypsis across distinct environments are known in mice (Nachman et al., 2003; Hoekstra et al., 2004 Hoekstra et al., , 2006 , reptiles (Rosenblum et al., 2004) and in Batesian mimicry systems such as the harmless scarlet kingsnake which mimics the deadly coral snake only in the subset of its range where the two species co-occur (Kikuchi & Pfennig, 2009; Pfennig & Pfennig, 2012) . Many plant species are also known to exist continuously across discrete habitats of serpentine and nonserpentine soils which exert strong selective pressure to locally adapt to their distinct environments in the presence of continuous gene flow (Brady et al., 2005) .
The theoretical literature has addressed the question of adaptation across discrete environmental patches (Gomulkiewicz & Holt, 1995; Holt & Gomulkiewicz, 1997; Gomulkiewicz et al., 1999; Ronce & Kirkpatrick, 2001; Holt et al., 2003) . The majority of two-patch models exhibit panmixia within a patch, and patterns of adaptation are driven by migration rates solely between patches. In the real world, and in several of the biological systems mentioned above, dispersal, even within environmental patches, is distance-limited. With more realistic dispersal functions, gene flow between patches most strongly affects individuals near patch borders, whereas individuals near the centres of patches are least affected by immigration. In the present study, we address this difference by combining the biological realism of distance-limited dispersal over discrete, heterogeneous environments into models of species range expansions. Modelling range expansions across realistic landscapes will improve our understanding of the process of adaptation and the capacity for evolution to form range limits during expansion.
Range expansions with linear models have largely shown that successful adaptation is driven by the presence of sufficient genetic variance (Kirkpatrick & Barton, 1997; Barton, 2001; Bridle et al., 2010; Polechov a & Barton, 2015) , whereas two-patch models in contrast have shown the importance of large-effect alleles contributing to adaptation across patches (Holt & Gomulkiewicz, 1997; Gomulkiewicz et al., 1999; Holt et al., 2003) . How the genetics of adaptation proceeds across heterogeneous, patchy environmental gradients is, however, less well studied. The genetic basis of local adaptation is an important factor (Stapley et al., 2010) that can interact with the patchiness of landscapes (Schiffers et al., 2014) . Expanding populations must continually adapt to newly encountered environments, and the success of adaptation can be driven by the relationship between genetic architecture and scale of environmental change (Schiffers et al., 2014) . Apart from range expansions, many studies, both empirical and theoretical, have examined the role of quantitative traits and their genetic architecture in adaptation to novel environments (Holloway et al., 1990; Carroll et al., 2001; Peichel et al., 2001; Holt et al., 2003; Bratteler et al., 2006; Yeaman & Whitlock, 2011; Schiffers et al., 2014; Yeaman, 2015) . Holt et al. (2003) have shown that adaptation in sink populations is determined by the overall influx of genotypes to the new environment. It was also previously thought that many alleles of small effect may be swamped by gene flow before being able to contribute to sufficient local adaptation (Tigano & Friesen, 2016) , but local adaptation via many genes of small effect is possible (Le Corre & Kremer, 2012; Yeaman, 2015) . As shown by Yeaman (2015) , this occurs through transient processes subject to random genetic drift when rates and sizes of mutations and genetic redundancy are sufficient (although detecting the presence of such alleles remains a difficult task). There is clear evidence from empirical data that fewer loci of larger effect can often contribute to adaptation (Nachman et al., 2003; Colosimo et al., 2004; Rosenblum et al., 2004; Salom e et al., 2011) .
Empirical studies have also demonstrated adaptation via many loci of small effect (Buckler et al., 2009) . Genetic architecture was shown to play a larger role than geographic isolation in contributing to genomic divergence and speciation in sunflowers (Renaut et al., 2013) . Even when small effect alleles initially contribute to adaptation, larger effect alleles are expected to accumulate over time and contribute to adaptive differences among populations (Yeaman & Whitlock, 2011) . The details of genetic architecture are thus vital in studies of adaptation. Kirkpatrick & Barton (1997) and Barton (2001) established predictions for the success of expansion over linear environmental gradients based on sufficient levels of genetic variation, V G . Investigating how various types of genetic architecture can contribute to the genetic variation necessary for range expansions further informs our understanding of how species may be able to cope with global climate change.
Several important genetic processes can occur during range expansions that make examining the genetic architecture of adaptation of particular interest. Due to the often reduced density at range margins, edge populations can experience gene flow at much higher proportions than populations existing within the denser core of the species range (Brown, 1984) . This asymmetric migration can behave in two disparate ways: introducing new genetic variation needed for further adaptation in an otherwise genetically depauperate population, or swamping locally adaptive alleles with foreign maladaptive alleles and thus preventing further adaptation. Which of these occurs depends on the details of migration rates, mutation rates, population sizes and the degree to which the environment differs across the species range (Slatkin, 1987; Kirkpatrick & Barton, 1997; Ronce & Kirkpatrick, 2001) . With discrete changes in the environment, we expect gene flow to be maladaptive at the boundaries between patches, but beneficial within patches by spreading adaptive alleles. Therefore, gene flow will have differing effects on facilitating or inhibiting local adaptation across the landscape depending on the degree of patchiness within the overall gradient. It is unclear whether the resulting dynamics of adaptation and expansion across such a landscape will reflect those of continuous linear gradients, two-patch models or neither. We hypothesize that introducing patchy landscapes will make adaptation and expansion more difficult, beyond expectations from linear and two-patch models, and will interact with genetic architecture.
In this study, we address two main questions. First, does the genetic architecture of the system change the conditions for successful range expansion? And second, do predictions of range expansion from a linear gradient successfully extrapolate to a patchy gradient that changes in discrete jumps? We simulate range expansion across a spatially explicit and approximately continuous two-dimensional landscape with individualbased, forward time simulations in the program NEMO (Guillaume & Rougemont, 2006) . We model a range of genetic architectures for a quantitative trait to examine potential differences in ability to adapt to environments that change heterogeneously in space. Examining the rate of range expansion and the time required for populations to colonize and adapt in new environments provides insight into the role of both genetic architecture and environmental heterogeneity in determining the success or failure of adaptation across a species range.
Materials and methods
We implement a modified version of NEMO (Guillaume & Rougemont, 2006) , described in Gilbert et al. (In press) , which allows continuous space to be approximated by a discrete, two-dimensional species range. This expands greatly upon existing two-patch models with nonexplicit space within each landscape patch and approaches a model of continuous space. Individuals are monoecious (hermaphroditic), obligately outcrossing diploids which possess a quantitative trait under stabilizing selection for the local environmental optimum. We initiate the population in a limited spatial region for a burn-in to migration-mutation-selection balance, after which populations expand into empty landscape of various types of heterogeneous environmental optima. Generations are nonoverlapping, and life cycle events occur in the order of breeding, dispersal, viability selection and population regulation. We monitor the populations' abilities to spread across the landscape, and when successful, compare these scenarios in terms of the time required for expansion to occur and the rate of population growth during expansion as they encounter environments of differing environmental optima to which they must adapt in order to further expand.
Landscapes
To approximate continuous space and maintain a spatially explicit landscape with discrete populations, we implemented a large spatial grid of habitat patches in NEMO. This bridges the gap between existing two-patch landscape models (where existence within either of these two patches is not spatially defined) and models of continuous space. The landscape is a rectangular grid of 40 9 2000 cells with a defined phenotypic optimum and carrying capacity for every cell in the landscape. We term the leftmost 40 9 40 cells of the landscape the core, which is where the population is initiated and where the burn-in period occurs. After burn-in, expansion proceeds along the long (x) axis of the landscape into the remaining 40 9 1960 cells. The core consistently had a constant optimum phenotypic value of 0 to ensure that the population was well adapted before expanding onto environmental gradients. In all cases, the environmental optimum only changed in one dimension over the axis of expansion (x-axis) and was constant within cross sections of the landscape (y-axis). The boundaries of the landscape are absorbing for any individuals dispersing beyond the edge and should not impact the expansion dynamics as the environment changes only along the long axis of the landscape. Terms for describing these landscape and other parameters are defined in Table 1 .
We examined several types of environmental heterogeneities across landscapes. These range from a linear gradient to a landscape of only two patches, as well as landscapes with intermediate patchiness. These intermediate landscapes model heterogeneous environmental gradients having multiple patches of constant phenotypic optima interspersed by sharp changes in phenotypic optima over the landscape.
To define each type of heterogeneous landscape, we describe three parameters: the width of patches over the landscape, the magnitude of change in optima between each of these patches, and the total gradient value across the landscape, which can be calculated from the previous two values as the landscape is of a constant size. The total gradient value, b, on the landscape is measured as the total change in phenotypic optima over the landscape divided by the length of the landscape (measured by number of cross sections, 1960). We refer to each local change in environmental optima on the landscape as Dz opt . This value measures the magnitude of change in phenotypic optima between two patches. Patches are defined as a contiguous region of cross sections for which the phenotypic optima is constant on the landscape. The number of times that Dz opt changes over the entire landscape is equal to the total length of the landscape minus the core region (1960) divided by patch width. Figure 1 shows a schematic for a simplified landscape. We approximate a linear gradient with 1960 patches on the landscape, each with a width of one cross section, which is much narrower than the dispersal kernel.
The steepness of a linear gradient at which range expansion is no longer possible is referred to as b crit (Kirkpatrick & Barton, 1997; Barton, 2001; Bridle et al., 2010) . We first model linear gradients to determine the critical value, b crit , for which expansion could no longer occur. We then fragment the same total gradient into increasingly larger patches with higher values of Dz opt to test at what point b crit is changed by patchy environments. For this analysis, we held the total gradient value constant, but changed the width of patches and the Dz opt between each. To understand why the observed b crit from a linear gradient does not hold, we then investigate the role of Dz opt alone on a two-patch landscape and then elucidate the interaction of Dz opt with patch width in allowing adaptation and expansion.
Breeding and dispersal
The large landscape grid allows a discrete approximation to continuous space by implementing breeding and dispersal kernels over a fine-scale landscape grid. Each landscape cell has a local carrying capacity set at K = 5. Breeding and dispersal both occur in windows over regions of nearby cells, maintaining populations at larger effective population sizes. Neighbourhood size is approximately 250 individuals, as calculated from Wright (1946) .
The breeding window we introduced into NEMO defines a given radius of cells around a focal cell from which an individual can find a potential mate and is described in detail in Gilbert et al. (In press) . Breeding is thus not limited to an individual cell. Lone colonists on the range front can still potentially find a nearby mate, even if they are the sole inhabitant of their cell. This most closely resembles obligately outcrossing plants, who may receive pollen from nearby mates, but could also represent animals that search for mates nearby then return to their home territory or scenarios where females are resident with roaming males. The probability that a female mates with a given individual within her breeding window is described by an approximate bivariate Gaussian function of the distance between them. The size of this breeding window is defined by one standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution, r breed , where f ðx; yÞ / exp ½Àð gives the relative probability of mating with an individual at a given distance x and y. We discretized these probabilities by integrating the probability over each cell and assigning each potential mate within the window a chance to father offspring proportional to its distance. r breed was set at one half of a cell width, and the maximum search radius for a mate was limited to 4r breed . This produced a breeding window containing 13 cells: the focal cell and its 12 surrounding cells. Individual fecundity was drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean 4.
Dispersal occurred similarly to breeding, where a dispersal kernel was defined for forward rates of migration and discretized over cells on the landscape. This distribution was defined by r disperse = 2 cell widths for the small dispersal kernel and r disperse = 4 cell widths for the large dispersal kernel. An R wrapper package was created to calculate breeding and dispersal kernels, and to discretize these probabilities across the landscape, and is available online at https://github.com/kjgilbert/ aNEMOne. C++ code for the modified version of NEMO with a breeding window is available online at https:// github.com/kjgilbert/NemoDispersalKernel.
Viability selection and genetic architecture
Selection occurred only on survivorship, and not fecundity. Selection is stabilizing for the local environment's phenotypic optimum, with fitness of an individual defined by w z ¼ exp½À ðzÀzoptÞ 2 2x 2 , where z is the quantitative trait value, z opt is the optimum phenotypic trait for a given cell on the landscape, and x 2 defines the width of the fitness function. We scale phenotypic units in terms of environmental variance. With environmental variance, V E , set to 1, and a typical heritability of $ 1 3 , x 2 would be equal to 7.5, which is the value we used throughout all simulations. This is derived fully in Gilbert et al. (In press).
Individual phenotypes are defined by the quantitative trait, z, that experiences stabilizing selection to adapt to the local environment. We varied the genetic architecture of this trait in several ways. The core set of simulations implemented 100 freely recombining loci (L) for z, and held the total mutational variance, V m , constant at 10 À2 (V m = 2 Lla 2 ; Lande, 1975) . Four genetic architecture regimes then varied the per locus mutation rate, l, and the variance in mutational effect sizes, a 2 , where effect sizes followed a continuous Gaussian distribution with variance a 2 . These four regimes range from high mutation rate and low variance in mutational effect size to low mutation rate and high variance in mutational effect size. The 'small effect' regime set l = 10 À2 and a 2 = 0.005, the 'medium-small effect' regime set l = 10 À3 and a 2 = 0.05, the 'medium-large-effect' regime set l = 10 À4 and a 2 = 0.5, and the 'large-effect' regime set l = 10 À5 and a 2 = 5.0. Although the largeeffect regime has the potential for mutations of much larger effect sizes, small effect mutations are not excluded and are still the most likely type of mutation to occur, with larger effect mutations being relatively rare.
For a set of simulations in the two-patch model only, we also compared across further regimes of genetic architecture to establish the effect of many vs. few loci of varying effect sizes, and the contributions of V G vs. V m . These regimes varied the number of loci (L = 10, 100, 1000), mutation rate (l = 10
À2
, 10
À3
À4
, 10 À5 ), and the variance in mutational effect size (a 2 = 0.005, 0.05, 0.5, 5.0), as shown in Fig. 3 . V G was found to be approximately equal when the product Ll was constant, and increased with either higher l or more loci (see Fig. S1 ). This observation departs from the Gaussian predictions of V G by Johnson & Barton (2005) where the variance in mutational effect size also contributes to changing V G . It is unclear exactly what causes this departure, indicating the need for further improvement in understanding genetic variance evolution in the presence of large-effect mutations and for finite populations.
Analyses
We quantify range expansion with two main measures: the growth rate of the entire metapopulation on the landscape and the time at which populations remain stationary before expanding into a new patch. Expansion rate is measured as the average increase in population size per generation across the entire landscape and serves as an accurate proxy to measure the speed of population expansion within the confines of NEMO. It is further useful because it positively correlates closely to population fitness. Expansion rate was calculated as the average change in total population size across the landscape during the period of time when total size increased from below 25 000 individuals to either fill the landscape or until 20 000 generations elapsed, whichever occurred sooner. Away from the expanding front and any patch boundaries, populations exist at carrying capacity on patchy landscapes, so local density reductions at these edges do not bias this measure of expansion rate because they are consistent over time and space. The time populations remained stationary before expanding into a second patch was measured based on the observation that populations always
expanded to fill the second patch once the population size within the second patch exceeded a threshold of 23 900 individuals. Therefore, the number of generations during which population size in the second patch fluctuated between 16 100 and 23 900 individuals was taken as the time period at which the expanding population had successfully reached the second patch yet remained an unadapted sink within the second patch before further expansion across the landscape.
Results

Expansion on a linear gradient
The greatest environment steepness that allows expansion on a linear gradient, b crit , varied depending on the genetic architecture modelled. The steepest environmental gradients across which expansion was observed occurred in the small effect and the large-effect regimes (b crit between 4-4.5; Fig. 2 ). Both medium effect regimes had lower b crit values: the medium-large regime had the lowest b crit value of all genetic architectures modelled (i.e. lack of expansion at b ≥ 3.5), and the medium-small regime had a b crit intermediate to all other genetic architectures modelled (no expansion at b ≥ 4). In all cases, as the steepness of the gradient approached b crit , the rate of population growth decreased, indicating longer times to expand across the gradient. All replicates immediately began expanding across the gradients at the end of the burn-in period except for the large-and medium-large-effect regimes when b crit was approached. Near b crit for the large-effect regime (b = 4), only 6 of 30 replicates expanded over the landscape after 7350-19 450 generations of failing to adapt beyond the core (mean = 13 700 generations to expand). For the medium-large regime, expansion beyond the core began within 4875 generations for all replicates at b = 3 (range = 225-4875, mean = 1985 generations). The total population size maintained across the landscape and the average fitness were also lower as gradient steepness increased towards b crit (Fig. S2) .
Barton (2001) q . Weighting r breed by half derives from the fact that gametes from only one parent move during breeding. We find that the genetic variance across the landscape increases in scenarios of steeper environmental gradients (Fig. S2) . Because the genetic variance evolves differently on each gradient, we cannot make a priori predictions for b crit . We can calculate a b crit value using the genetic variance from the landscape core, but doing so creates a large underestimate of our realized b crit values. Predicted b crit values decrease from the small effect regime to the large-effect regime (b crit % 0.161, 0.125, 0.018, and 0.002) matching the decrease in genetic variance across these regimes (Fig. S1) . However, the realized b crit values (b crit = [4-4.5], [3.5-4], [3-3.5] and [4-4.5]) only decrease from the small to medium-small to mediumlarge-effect regimes, after which we observe a higher b crit value in the large-effect regime despite its low genetic variance.
For the same gradient values and genetic architectures, we examined the impact of dispersal distance on the outcome of range expansion and the value of b crit . The predicted b crit for these scenarios is approximately half of those for the smaller dispersal distance (predicted b crit % 0.082, 0.063, 0.009, and 0.0008; realized
, and [1-2], respectively). Our realized b crit values in these larger dispersal cases were again much larger than the predicted value using V G as estimated in the core, but were also much shallower gradients than each respective b crit for the smaller dispersal cases (Fig. 2) .
Expansion over patchy environments
Introducing discrete patches of constant phenotypic optima across a landscape can prevent adaptation and confidence intervals are smaller than point sizes.
limit expansion. When holding the total slope of the environmental gradient constant, but varying the number of patches within this overall gradient, we create landscapes with either few patches separated by large values of Dz opt or many patches of small Dz opt . Using two weak overall gradients, we find that it is not total gradient steepness of patchy landscapes that determines the ability of populations to expand and adapt, but instead expansion depends upon the degree of local change, Dz opt (Fig. S3) . This leads us to more thoroughly investigate the role of Dz opt first in a two-patch model and then across patchy landscapes of varying total gradient, b, but constant Dz opt for a range of patch sizes.
Expansion in a two-patch model
We examine the impact of genetic architecture on the capacity for adaptation in a two-patch model for a range of Dz opt values between the patches (Fig. 3) . The genetic architectures that produce the highest genetic variance show the greatest ability to expand across steep Dz opt values into the second patch. We see that when V m is equal across genetic architecture regimes, the regimes with the greatest genetic variance are most able to quickly adapt to the novel patch and expand into it. This high V G can be generated by many loci underlying the quantitative trait, or higher mutation rates per locus. As V G decreases and mutational effect sizes (a 2 ) decrease, populations require more time to adapt to the second patch and expansion becomes more difficult or impossible at some Dz opt values. Similar to the linear gradient results, we again find that the intermediate mutation rate and effect size regimes show the most difficulty in adapting to a new environment. Despite having the lowest values of V G tested, however, expansion again becomes possible by the presence of large-effect mutations. Holding V G approximately equal at very low levels shows that large-effect mutations drive the ability for populations to regain the ability to adapt across steeper Dz opt values. These populations require additional generations before they are able to expand into the second patch, potentially indicating that adaptation depended on waiting for the appropriate alleles to appear. These regimes succeed where intermediate regimes failed, but they do not adapt across the same extremes that the highest genetic variance regimes were capable of expanding across. The same trend is seen for larger dispersal distances, but with more generations required to adapt due to the difficulty introduced by increased gene flow (Fig. S5) .
Mutations contributing to adaptation between patches
We further confirm the contribution of few large-effect loci in allowing adaptation under low genetic variance regimes by comparing the genotypic values of individuals near the boundary of the two patches in our four core genetic architecture regimes. NEMO Δz opt Fig. 3 The ability of populations to expand into a new patch depends on the genetic architecture. The mean number of generations before expanding into the new patch indicates the difficulty of adapting to the new environment. Each mean is connected by lines to show the trend across genetic architecture scenarios. Cases of approximately equal V G and V m are shaded in grey. All points beyond the vertical dashed line are censored data that did not expand during the 20 000 generations of the simulation, and averages included these values of 20 000. All cases shown are for r disperse = 2, whereas individual points are plotted in Fig. S4 and results for r disperse = 4 are shown in Fig. S5 .
instead assess the effects of accumulated mutations during adaptation to the new patch. To measure this, we take individuals present on either side of the boundary between patches. We exclude individuals in the closest two cross sections, as these are most strongly subject to gene flow across the patches. Using the nearest 40 cross sections (outside of the two excluded on either side of the boundary), we calculate the mean genotypic value for each locus across all diploid individuals, resulting in 100 locus values. In order to capture the effects directly contributing to adaptation in the new patch, this measurement was made within 25 generations of expansion, as determined by population size exceeding 4000 individuals in the second patch. The mean pairwise difference between the two patches for these 100 locus values are shown for all replicates that successfully expanded into the second patch in Fig. 4 , and numeric values are listed in Table S1 . In all cases of Dz opt , we can see that the large-effect regime (a 2 = 5.0) contains the largest per-locus differences between the patches, and the medium-large regime the second-most. As Dz opt increases, the largeeffect regime produces more and greater magnitude differences between the patches (Fig. 4) . Small effect regimes successfully expand into the second patch without differentiating via large-effect alleles. In combination with Fig. 3 , this shows that genetic variance was not the only determining factor for expansion, but that the availability of mutations of larger effect determined the ability to adapt and expand into the second patch.
Combination of patch size and Dz opt
We have thus far shown that overall b matters for range expansion, but also that breaking this overall gradient into discrete patches can change the outcome of expansion. Dz opt directly impacts the outcome of expansion, but when the overall b fails to predict expansion, is Dz opt a sufficient determinant of range expansion? We now investigate the ability of populations to expand across multiple patches of a constant Dz opt , using Dz opt values that resulted in successful expansion in the twopatch model (Dz opt = 5 and Dz opt = 10). We simulated patch sizes between 1 and 392 across the landscape, therefore increasing the overall b as patch size decreases and more patches are present on the landscape (e.g. Fig. 1, solid lines) . Fig. 4 Few loci of large effect contribute to adaptation when such mutations occur. The figure shows per locus genotypic differences between two patches, summing loci across all replicate simulations that expanded into the second patch. Bars extending beyond the limit of the y-axis reach large values and are truncated to focus on large-effect differences. There are many small effect differences from loci in the truncated bars: counts for each colour sum to 2000 (20 replicates 9 100 loci). When z opt = 10, the mediumlarge-effect regime does not succeed in adaptation to the second patch and thus does not appear in panel 3 of the figure.
We find expansion rates are faster for larger patches (Fig. 5) . As patch size decreases, population growth rate decreases, and this decrease is faster for the higher value of Dz opt . Greater dispersal distances increase population growth rate with larger patches (Fig. S6) . However, at smaller patch sizes, greater dispersal leads to slower growth rates. At the lower Dz opt value, genetic architectures switch rank order for fastest population growth rate as patch size decreases. Smaller mutational effects exhibit slower growth on smaller patches and large mutational effects exhibit slower growth with larger patches, suggesting again the potential for mismatches between the scale of landscape patchiness and mutational changes at a given value of Dz opt . With higher Dz opt , we again see the qualitative result of our medium-large-effect regime having the most difficulty in expanding. Despite the ability of Dz opt to predict expansion in a two-patch model, multiple patches of a given Dz opt can change the outcome of expansion, making a prediction based solely on Dz opt inaccurate.
Discussion
Our study has investigated two major aspects of range expansion biology: how genetic architecture and landscape patchiness change the outcome of adaptation and expansion. We find that first, genetic architecture shows an interesting pattern where adaptation and expansion can succeed from either many mutations of small effect or few of large effect, but that between these two regimes where mutations are of intermediate effect and frequency, adaptation becomes more difficult or even impossible. Second, landscape heterogeneity can substantially affect the possibility of range expansion over environments when discrete changes in optima occur between landscape patches. Successfully predicting the outcome of a range expansion is not possible from knowing alone either the overall gradient value or the degree of change in environment between patches but requires information on both aspects of landscape heterogeneity.
The genetic architecture of the quantitative trait largely determined the adaptive ability of populations during range expansion. Two qualitatively different regimes allowed adaptation to proceed over steeper environmental gradients and sharper changes in optima between landscape patches. Many loci of small effect lead to successful adaptation when there is sufficient genetic variance present. In the absence of high genetic variance, a second regime of adaptation can proceed if sufficient alleles of large effect exist or arise in the population. Intermediate between these two cases, where populations lack either sufficient mutations of large enough effect or sufficient genetic variance, adaptation was least successful. Moreover, the genetic architecture regime in general impacted the rate of population growth across the landscape and over environmental barriers. When adaptation proceeds via few large-effect mutations, populations required more time to adapt to new patches or expand across gradients, presumably as they await for the necessary mutations to occur.
Genetic variance has been used previously for determining the critical steepness on linear environmental gradients (Kirkpatrick & Barton, 1997; Barton, 2001; Bridle et al., 2010; Polechov a & Barton, 2015) however, we find that V G is not always sufficient for describing the success or failure of adaptation. With equivalent genetic variance, the availability of larger effect mutations can lead to successful local adaptation and range expansion that is not possible via small effect alleles under the same environmental conditions. Furthermore, predicting expansion based on values of genetic variance alone was not useful, as V G evolved to different equilibria on each environmental gradient. The structure of a landscape can limit adaptation and range expansion when discrete patches of environmental optima occur more frequently in space and with greater differences in selective pressures across patches. Expansion over a linear gradient requires continued gradual adaptation to environmental conditions over space. This makes the success of expansion predictable by the steepness of this linear gradient, b, with steeper gradients preventing range expansion.
We have clearly shown that shifting away from a linear environmental gradient and increasing the patchiness across an environmental gradient can limit range expansion. Understanding why and predicting where this patchiness creates a limit for range expansion is complicated. Large changes in environmental optimum between two patches strongly reduce expansion ability, and the success of expansion into a second patch relies on sufficient mutational input in order to adapt to the novel environment. Unlike pure two-patch models where every individual within a population exists in one undefined location, dispersal is distance-limited in our spatially explicit model and the neighbourhood size limits the degree of panmixia within a patch. Therefore, as patch size becomes smaller, local adaptation becomes more difficult because individuals at patch boundaries suffer most from the effects of immigrants creating an influx of locally maladaptive alleles. When patch size becomes increasingly large, expansion becomes easier as individuals are able to adapt sufficiently to their local patch before confronting the next environmental change. In these cases, the success of expansion is determined by Dz opt . Because dispersal is distance-limited, larger patches allow more individuals to exist farther from patch boundaries and thus escape the maladaptive effects of immigrants from nearby patches. Once patch size is sufficiently large and the central populations are not heavily influenced by immigration of locally maladaptive alleles from surrounding patches, further increased patch sizes have no noticeable benefit for local adaptation and expansion. This is in agreement with our finding that increasing dispersal distance makes expansion over a given Dz opt more difficult as colonists in the new habitat are more strongly subject to gene swamping despite the further influx of genetic variation, in contrast to the findings of (Holt et al., 2003) .
There are several caveats that bear mentioning in the light of our results which also provide interesting directions for future studies on the genetics of adaptation. Including the effects of linkage into our simulations as well as the evolution of dispersal could greatly impact our results. On patchy landscapes, this may have potential insights into the evolution of reduced dispersal and eventual speciation across discrete environmental boundaries. Previous theory (Yeaman, 2013) has shown that linkage can lead to the formation of clustered beneficial mutations under repeated instances of divergent selection over time. This result could be further tested with our model over space as to whether beneficial mutations would cluster within the genome in order to adapt across patchy landscapes and whether this would occur more or less frequently in our different genetic architecture regimes. Lastly, further understanding of the causes, effects and evolution of genetic variance and its relevance for adaptation during range expansion is warranted, as increasing genetic variation can serve as a predictor of improved adaptive ability. However, this is true only up to a certain point, beyond which inflated genetic variance signifies increased dispersal load across drastic environmental changes, such as shown on our steepest linear environmental gradients or across patch boundaries where adaptation does not proceed. These instances of high genetic variance have been shown to lead to reduced adaptive ability of local populations because too few individuals are sufficiently adapted to the local optimum (Barton, 2001; Bridle et al., 2010) .
Our model has incorporated many biologically realistic parameters, but also lacks realism at some levels. The small effect mutation regime has a very high mutation rate that may be unlikely to exist in the real world. Nevertheless, our pattern of a qualitative shift in expansion ability by genetic architecture holds when examining across all other genetic architecture regimes that we tested. We also test a qualitatively different question than previous analytical models of expansion on linear gradients, leading to disparities between our critical values of b over linear environmental gradients vs. those from previous theory (Barton, 2001 ). There are several major reasons for which these predictions are not expected to match our measured b crit . Our two-dimensional landscape does not perfectly match the continuous space models from which these predictions derive. Perhaps more importantly, our simulations contain a core population that is unlikely to go extinct. Previous studies initiated populations on the environmental gradient, whereas ours begin in a core patch with a constant environmental optimum, and only outside of this core does the environment change. Therefore, even on an extremely steep gradient, global extinction cannot occur because the core population will survive. In our model, individuals dispersing from the core can repeatedly attempt to adapt to the new environment throughout the course of the simulation without being subject to extinction. This refuge seems to substantially increase the probability of successful expansion, in particular for the regimes of genetic architecture that rely on mutations of large effect to arise.
Empirical tests of our results and all such models of adaptation genetics are warranted in order to fully understand and predict the success of populations adapting to environmental change. As the availability of genomic data continues to grow and our understanding of the genetic architecture of traits across many species improves, we can gain valuable insight into the processes impacting species survival in a changing world and understand which species or populations may be at greatest risk of either extinction or detrimental invasion. Clear empirical examples show that largeeffect alleles can contribute to adaptation across discrete environments (Colosimo et al., 2004; Nachman et al., 2003; Rosenblum et al., 2004; Salom e et al., 2011) corroborating our results. It still remains difficult to test our prediction of successful adaptation via many small effect loci until we manage to solve the biological, analytical and statistical difficulties associated with identifying adaptive loci of small effect (Rockman, 2012; Savolainen et al., 2013; Slate, 2013) . It is apparent that despite these empirical difficulties, genetic architecture plays a major role in adaptive ability and has the potential to interact with environmental heterogeneity across landscapes in ways that can qualitatively affect the outcome of species range expansions.
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